
A letter from Cory- 

First, let me tell you how incredibly grateful I am on 
your decision to join the UFI.  She’s been my brain 
baby for well over 5 years now.  And, I’m beyond 
excited you’re helping take it to the next level.  

I am NOT an Arborist, but an aspiring one.  And, with 
social media, it’s now possible to live vicariously 
through an arborist’s day to day schedule.  And 
having climbed/removed a few myself, I understand 
how much energy, dedication, and determination it 
takes not just from you, but from your family as well, 
to bring these trees to the ground.  But, I’d be lying if I 
said I know what it takes to do it day in, day out.  And 
for that I have developed an integral respect for your 
position. 

I am a Production Framer by day.  Unfortunately, I 
see mass amounts of waste come out of our sector.  
It sometimes even makes me sick.  But it’s with these 
experiences, I discovered a flaw in the common life 
cycle of an UrbanTree.  

I know what you’re thinking – “Cory, these trees are 
full of metal, how are we going to mill them up?”  My 
only answer is - Change doesn’t happen overnight.  
The UFI is setting up a system to educate the mass 
about the importance and future of our Urban Forests.  
We owe it to the earth to find better and more 
sustainable ways of operation.  It not only makes 
sense, but is necessity. 

Our general population is becoming more aware of 
our role in the earth's ecosystem; even in urban 
areas. Clean and renewable energy, recycling and 
upcycling previously undesired resources and being 
more thoughtful with our decisions and how they 
affect the environment we inhabit. As the awareness 
spreads, people are more likely to engage in business 
with local organizations with these ideals. Adopt the 
mentality. Be the UFI Movement. 

Save a natural resource from being 
wasted. 

-Cory Thornton

Are you the right candidate? 

1. Do you have one of the following – TCIA
certification, ISA certification, OR at least 5 years
of experience?

2. Do you have appropriate insurance?
3. Do you have appropriate equipment?
4. Do you have the “UFI mentality”?

What’s in it for you? 

 Current Perks – 

- Two (2) UFI Decals
- One (1) UFI Hat
- Discounted prices at 1620 WorkWear

(www.1620usa.com)
- Discounted prices at LogOx Forestry

(www.thelogox.com)
- Discounted prices at Granberg International

(www.granberginternational.com)
- Pro-member’s business details to be 

listed on UFI website
- Ongoing promotion of Pro-members 

business, tip sharing & engagement with 
the UFI team for the new approach at 
Urban Forestry

- Regular social media shout-outs to drive 
local business traffic

- Use of UFI Pro Member logo

  Future Perks – 
- App for organization of day to day

schedule
- Discounted products from other like-

minded organizations, retailers, and
suppliers.

- Other avenues of generating capital
(wood sales)

- UFI Certification
- Peace of mind knowing you’re doing your

part in the utilization of a natural resource
515.344.1056 

Instagram - @coryandthecabin 

http://www.thelogox.com/


The Catch- 

 UFI is a clear and concise brand that will reach consumers who want to have their tree 
sustainably-harvested when removal has become necessary.  UFI will create social media content 
that is desirable to the public and will produce lead generation for any and all Arborists wanting to 
work with UFI. UFI asks for 5% of all future removals generated by UFI efforts.  UFI will be 
investing in the future of their partners and will help lead the way in a new and sustainable 
approach at Urban Forestry. 

First year cost - $25
Future annual estimated cost - $99 

While the UFI understands not every tree can or will be utilized, I ________________________________________ 
will take part in the initiative to help utilize as many as possible.  I understand it is my responsibility to handle/
discard/find space for all materials acquired while working with UFI. I will work further as a team with the UFI in 
order to help execute said mission, and will help develop future and more sustainable ways of Urban Forestry.  I 
understand the UFI is a growing concept and terms and conditions as well as perks are likely to change.  If for any 
reason the terms and conditions change, I, and the UFI will agree to newly developed terms upon renewal of 
subscription.  I understand the subscription is annual and prices are subject to change upon renewal. The 
subscription will be due when current subscription has come to term. I understand I have the opportunity to abandon 
annual subscription when agreed subscription has come to term. I understand I all terms and conditions of 
partnership with UFI 

_________________________________________________________ 

(signature)  

_________________________________________________________ 

(Date) 




